DONATIONS NEEDED!
HELP THE PEOPLE OF UGANDA
WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT

ITEMS NEEDED:
- Reading Glasses (from dollar stores)
- Sunglasses (from dollar stores)
- Bar Soaps, 1 oz size preferred
- Emery Boards, small
- Nail Clippers, small
- Toothbrushes (no toothpaste)
- Antibiotic Creams and Bandages (for first aid kits)
- Artificial Tears (individual use preferred)
- Infant Vitamins
- Infant Acetaminophen/Ibuprofen
- Pediatric Ibuprofen (chewable tablets or liquids)
- Pediatric Acetaminophen (liquids only)

TO DONATE FUNDS, GO TO: IMRUS.ORG and click GIVE